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About This Game

DISCLAIMER

Have you had enough of pointless & boring "simulator" ripoffs? It's about time someone made a simulator that's actually a game
you can enjoy. Prepare to restore you faith in the simulator games, GameIndica Entertainment brings you the next best

simulator since the simulator genre was born.

INTRO

Predator Simulator is an action arcade RPG packed with endless gameplay and new missions for every game session. On a
quest to become a true Lionborn, you get to save the planet by wiping out humanity from the face of the earth. Yeah.... didn't

you always want to do that anyway? Now is your chance!

GAMEPLAY

Explore the wild countryside while enjoying fresh farm raised pigs, rooster & chicken wings. Reach the human populated city to
start your manhunt and climb up the defcon levels. Eat anything that moves because that what a predator does to survive. Tasty
and weak human prey will get you big rewards, but be careful, too much chaos will attract the hunters! You will be classified as
a Predaterrorist and face heavy resistance. Be prepared for the worst. Unlock the hidden uncharted territory outside the game

world by becoming a true Lionborn, where you can find secret journal entries from the game developer. We hope you will enjoy
knowing more about the back story of this game and how it was made.
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KEY FEATURES

+ Play as an apex predator AKA a lion.
+ Funniest part of the game is the Advanced AI system with real-time Predator-Prey simulation. Unarmed preys will try to run
for their lives, armed hunters will try to hunt you down. Although getting them scared will make it easy to hunt them. Various
scaring tactics can be used (ex. Attack from hidden corners or behind, jump scare them, roar at them, eat someone in front of

them etc)
+ Kill various species depending on your own humanitarian or animal loving bias.

+ There are hipsters, rednecks, donut loving cops, cosplayers and even console peasants in the city.
+ Live tweets from your poor, whining victims

+ After hunting your prey, eat them and listen to the sweet bone crushing musical notes. It never gets old.
+ Defcon levels work like wanted levels in any open world game. The higher you get, the more bonuses you get but the game

becomes more difficult.
+ Tons of characters to unlock as you play. Bigger rewards for hunting down higher level victims.

+ Powerful roar to scare everyone around you. Once you become a true Lion born by acquiring the glorious Fus-Roar-Duh skill,
roars become lethal.

+ Xbox Controller support.
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Title: Predator Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Imran Arafat
Publisher:
Reality Gameware
Release Date: 11 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.3Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB+ with Shader model 2+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The idea is pretty interesting, but it has a few bugs that break the game that made me give up after my second ending:
- Once the judge appeared and pushed me onto a table which rendered me unable to move
- Once the game froze while the judge appeared
- Once, after my lawyer explained one of the evidences found, and I was supposed to resume my testimony, instead I appeared
in my cell without being able to interact with anything. I couldn't even summon the menu.

Aside from those:
- The game really needs an option to "wait X minutes" without the need to do an activity. Or at the very least, have more
activities and in more places.
- There should be an option to skip a single line of dialog during the courtroom scenes
- You have no way of knowing how most of your actions will affect your testimony, so you basically have to go by trial and
error, which makes a victory feel like it's not an accomplishment. Less than bargain bin quality. Blank black screen at startup.

No support.

Had to stare at the blank black screen for five minues before being able to write a review on the blank black screen.

All around a super enjoyable experience.. I am reviewing this game to make a few points.

First, I want to support this team due to the fact that they made a game with a small budget, team, and took the time to release a
product that was ready to release, and NOT in EARLY ACCESS.
I have experienced no bugs so far.
Second, the evolution of VR is shifting in a way that promotes the idea of a “full” game. Technology and gameplay are moving
away from wave based/standing still “arcadey” foundations, to more story driven and expansive foundations. Yes this game
would be better if it was longer, had more mechanics (ie repairing, feeding horses, smithing) implemented throughout the game
more freely, and had more realistic combat. However, this game does create the possibility of this being implemented in games
in the future. Imagine a game like Kingdom Come in VR(the good aspects at least)
$25 for roughly 4 hours of entertainment breaks down into $6.25 an hour. If you are ok with that, I’d say it’s worth it to support
the game, and then go back to the 20+ hours you have in Gorn etc etc..

I personally like the fact that you can explore the rooms and open drawers and climb around, that is appealing. It is not
implemented throughout, but it brings attention to how cool VR could be with the correct resources. It’s a cool game, I’ve spent
25$ on much worse.. The game is ok .... I just have no diamonds :(. This game fails at everything it tries to do except keep
track of a few numbers...

The resolution of the images and the text sizes are inconsistant and disgusting to look at. (A six year old could easily do a
better job with graphics.)

The buy menus make no sense. "10 20 Achievement producing 150 ccokies per second"

Settings for sound don't stay after restarting the game.

The music loop isn't even looped right.

The sound for not having enough to buy what you clicked on is earrape.
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The game is super unbalanced.

It has a DLC that is useless.

Stupid achievement spamming.

The achievements labled "Another second in the game" mean "Another click in the game"

Playing the games at different resolutions breaks scaling.

Don't buy it. It's a stupid cash grab.. A classic, with unique gameplay and exciting action packed engagements.
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An interesting puzzle game that rapidly moves from taking a few seconds, to a few minutes, to half an hour or more to solve the
increasingly tricky levels. Gorgeous artwork and lovely soundtrack. If you're a big puzzle fan then She Remembered Caterpillars
is worth a look.. Improves upon its predecessor in many ways, a pretty worthy sequel. Be warned though, the 3D engine is quite
buggy. Save often, as you might find yourself walking through walls or falling straight through the ground if you jump too
vivaciosly.. Cool idea, unfortunately abandonware. Burned by EA again.. Good game! Doesn't include kingdom of the crystal
skull, which is a bummer, but hey, that movie gets plenty of attention in the second game. Its fun and engaging, with lots of
characters to collect, and the hub world (the university Indy works at) is actually quite big, and actually takes a bit of time to
explore. I'd reccomend it to anyone who likes Indiana Jones.. Don't let the videos and screenshots fool you. This is not what it
looks like. It is a RTS through and through. Not your run-of-the-mill one mind you. I'm pretty sure there are way more detailed
reviews out there so I'm only going to a broad stroke.

My main beef with the game is the accessibility curve is really steep. If you don't get put off by the terrible UI, the lack of
*proper* tutorials what you will get is a gem of a game. Start with a premade game in skirmish mode, learn how the units work
together (never leave a command vehicle undefended, don't send your units ahead of your recon units), master them then
challenge yourself in the campaign playing in varying conditions with decks of varying effectiveness.

The deck building of the game leave you in control and let you bring your tailor-made army; hundred of cheap and antique tanks
to swarm your enemy with, countless artillery and missile launcher batteries (no don't do this).

This is a very good game, certainly rough around the edge, but if you are a RTS fan, one you definitely have to try.
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